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Occupation of this multi-period site starts in the 
Mesolithic; the Anglo-Saxon village has already been 
published (EAA Report 24, 1985). The concern here is 
with the Iron Age material and particularly with the late 
1st-mid 2nd century potters and their range of 
distinctive decorated fme wares. 

The Iron Age pottery is divided into three phases, the 
first dating to the 3rd-lst century BC, followed by an 
early 'Belgic phase' and culminating with wheel-thrown 
'Belgic' pottery of cAD 1-60, all fully illustrated with 
fabrics definitions for each phase and for individual 
vessels. This is an interesting group of material for the 
area, and the possible co-existence of hand-made pottery 
of Phase 11 with the wheel-made Phase III should be 
noted. 

At least ten kilns of late 1st-mid 2nd century date 
have been found; the report deals with five excavated 
kilns and fragments of two simple buildings, probably 
connected with the industry. The kilns' structures and 
furniture are fully reported. The pottery is presented as 
a type series of 26 types, with 115 illustrations, 
photographs of decoration and drawings of potters' 
stamps. The occurrence of individual types in kilns 3-5 
is tabulated. It is a pity that the illustrations have been 
numbered consecutively necessitating constant reference 
to the text to establish the type number. 

Only three fabrics are noted, with little detail, and 
these are not related clearly to the various types; the 
proportions of these fabrics is not given, either overall 
or for individual types, some of which occur in more 
than one fabric. It is a pity that the clear identification 
of fabrics used for the Iron Age pottery was not 
followed in the kiln group catalogue. 

The only quantification is based on rim counts (8030 
rims) which, as noted, presents a distorted picture of the 
vessels found (found, not necessarily in contemporan
eous production) due to the common survival of 
complete flagon necks against the more fragmented 
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wider necked vessels. The material was probably 
processed some years ago, and funding restrictions may 
have prevented updating the original records; this is 
unfortunate since the relative quantities of finer wares 
against ordinary coarse wares would have provided a 
stronger basis for assessment of the industry in Suffolk 
settlement. 

This latter aim is the crux of the problem with this 
report. The jumbled deposits of sherds dumped into 
abandoned kilns represent the waste from a series of 
different production phases. Can these be disentangled 
and, in particular, can the coarse wares associated with 
the decorated and stamped fmer wares be identified so 
that their production can be placed in context? The data 
presented here is inadequate for that task mainly due to 
the lack of fabric information. Apart from the jar types 
2.6-7, considered to belong to a later phase of production, 
there are other bowl types which may also be later. Two 
stamped mortaria are shown without mention of the 
stamps in the catalogue and the stamps are not discussed 
or illustrated at an acceptable scale; one appears to be of 
the herringbone type, which would suggest a later 2nd 
century date. The commonest vessel, a wide-mouthed 
bowl (or bowl/jar), also has a long-life in the area, quite 
possibly extending to mid-late 2nd century. 

Derivatives of samian forms, many distant from their 
prototypes, account overall for some 14.6%, dominated 
by bowls of forms 37 and 30, against only 2.4% for 
dishes of Gallo-Belgic derivation, although other forms 
show 'Belgic' influence. This group of samian and/or 
Gallo-Belgic derivatives is important not merely for the 
assessment of why kilns were established in this area at 
that time, but also because the decoration and stamps 
aids identification of the distribution from the kilns. If 
the obvious later products are excluded, the 
samian/Gallo-Belgic types account for 26% or, with the 
related stamped beakers, 28%. These types are certainly 
associated with the flagons and jugs at some 18% due 
to the occasional use of the same fabric, and less 
certainly with the wide-mouthed bowls at 49%. 

Illiterate potters' stamps, ultimately derived from 
Gallo-Belgic or samian prototypes, were used either by 
one potter or a small group of potters over a 
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comparatively. short period. 21 dies falling into eight 
related groups are identified from 42 stamps, on vessels 
deriving from Gallo-Belgic pla(ters and plain samian 
forms 33, 35, 36, Loeshcke 7 and CurIe 11. Apart from 
East Anglian sites, one stamp has been identified at 
Doncaster. The report on the stamps by Valery Rigby is 
an important contribution, and it is a pity that so many 
editorial errors have crept in. Table 25 details the 
stamps, attributing them to vessel types where feasible, 
but includes references to Type 5, not noted as stamped 
in the main catalogue, and excludes Type 4.15, 
illustrated and catalogued as being stamped, but with no 
site context to facilitate identification, and referring to 
an unintelligible fig. 32, 16. The stamps are illustrated 
on fig. 61, but does 16 refer to the stamp number or the 
die? There are other errors here. Problems with editing 
apart, there is the crucial question: was type 5, a form 
37 stamped or not? This is important since it would 
appear that the AD 80 starting date relies principally on 
the stamp evidence, and 11 sherds of samian. Moreover 
if a form 37 was 'name' stamped, was it decorated with 
compass-scribing or stamps? 

At least these stamps are illustrated whereas the 
ring-stamps are not. Given that these are comparatively 
simple and vary according to fabric and pressure, work 
on die-links has potential, and it is illogical to illustrate 
the 'name' stamps and not the decorative stamps, two of 
which are rosette stamps not otherwise illustrated. 

These shortcomings are regrettable since it is the 
distinctive identifiable sherds which enable sites to be 
co-related. But to make sense of these, clear source 
identification and data is needed. This is not 
forthcoming here and it is impossible from this report to 
define the fabric or the stamp by vessel type overall. 
Neither is it possible to determine the relative 
proportions of vessels decorated with compass 
semi-circles and vertical combing against those using 
stamping, rouletting etc, so that the so-called 'London 
ware' style cannot be separated from the Eastern 
England stamping tradition. 

The variety of types produced is impressive and 
includes vessels such as face pots (one unusually having 
ring stamps for eyes - do the same stamps occur on 

other vessels?), a triple-vase and two incense burners. 
Rare painted wares occur, including two beakers, but 
also fragments of hemispherical and flanged bowls. 
Again, it is difficult to disentangle the necessary data, 
and the listing of sherds gives no indication (apart from 
identified vessels) of whether they come from closed or 
open forms. The list suggests that the rim count 
attributed to Type 21 beakers includes the bowl forms. 

All the samian is reported in date order with contexts 
noted but without quantification. Samian occurred in 
only six pits and kilns of Roman date. Over 50% 
appears to post-date the production site, extending into 
the later 2nd-3rd century, and its relationship is unclear, 
some occurring in Saxon features. Does this date the 
industry or an unknown settlement? 

West Stow products are known from a number of 
sites in the immediate area and beyond. Recent 
excavations at Pakenham may aid interpretation of this 
fine ware industry, its place in the settlement pattern, 
other kilns and why production ceased, let alone why it 
was sited there originally. There is no comment on its 
relationship to the other stamped fine-wares produced in 
the region, or its possible connection via kiln types and 
coarse wares with seemingly contemporary kilns at 
Pakenham. The impression is that this report has 
become out-of-date awaiting publication. While the 
presentation is attractive, when questions are asked of 
the material, the answers are few and indecisive. 
Editorial errors are too frequent to be condoned; the 
caption of the plate of decorated sherds does not equate 
with the numbering, and it would appear that fmal 
editorial control was lax in allowing unintelligible 
references to the figure of potters' stamps to occur in 
the catalogue, quite apart from simple errors as on Table 
24, slippage of tabulation. 

Criticisms apart, this is an essential publication for 
anyone working with Roman pottery particularly in East 
Anglia and Eastern England. It is impossible not to feel 
sympathy with the author and contributors since they 
unfortunately reap the criticism of a report published 
late. 

M. J. Darling. February 1991 
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